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a few times and it drove fine for about 5 miles. Is this normal? Service engine soon, active
handling and traction control comes up on the DIC, and check gages comes uo on the Heads Up
display. My computer got wet from condensate overflow. The corvette tried to start itself when I
was in the house â€¦ c5 getting charge system fault on dic. I get all kinds of codes and the dash
starts flickering after i finally clear the â€¦ Service traction lock soon error message and then
reduced engine power message I get a code B "switch 6 reset short to ground". Cruise control
will not engage unless I lift on the brake pedal. This is an automatic C5. Click here to write your
own. I want to get rid of Run Flats , and go to a civilized 5 wheel Vette with spare and jack in
trunk. Car ran fine for a week, then no noise totally dead when â€¦ Trouble with headlights.
When I start engine the headlights pop up and are lit. HUD and cruise work fine. My C5
speedometer just stopped working, Vet is an 03 bought new. The LED bulb will not go off. So I
put the reg bulb back in. Now the light will not work with reg bulb. So I â€¦ electrical?? I been
having issues with electrical. If diff fluid were to mix with tranny fluid what would this cause?
On occasion, upon starting the car, the headlights do not both raise open together. The left light
opens, but the right one does not. The top light in the middle still works thank God. Light bulbs
have been changed. Is there a way to check codes â€¦ wipers are acting eractic,dont complete
cycle when turned off. Wipers are acting erratic, dont complete cycle and return to below the
hood when turned off. Also the memory switch only sets the mirrors and not the seat. Recently I
noticed when I drive over a bumpy road, the floor board lights would flicker on and off. Is there
a fuse for all of them?? I have a corvette.. How do I make that feature work again? Was idling
rough, but ran fine under throttle. I try it 3 or 4 times and it still dies out. I keep trying and
woopee, it runs like a champ. The car is a stock ls1. Comppresion check shows psi on â€¦ will
not start, does crank well? Have a and all gauges need reset. Is it expensive and do you get
done at a Chevy dealer? All other lights function correctly. I failed to locate a fuse Driver auto
door unlock doesn't work. I recently installed a new torquer v2 cam and heads. My car came
with the dual climate control system. This started after LoJack alarm was updated in the vehicle.
Is this a wiring â€¦ Inconsistent starting, running and heating. Bought a 99 C5 came with no FOB
remote but 2 keys only. In short car would not run farther â€¦ Speedometer flashes erraticlly,
then won't start! Speedometer flashes erratically, then won't start, then after it sets a while it will
start, does matter if car is cold or warm. It's running at this range at pretty much all speeds and
gears. Also lose acceleration for a Second. Each time I take it to the dealer, the car never dies
making it impossible to diagnose the problem. Have you seen â€¦ Key fob not working right
even with new battery. My key fob needs to be reprogrammed every few days. The battery is
good. It is new. Do not understand why the programming goes out so often and so easily. I have
a with the side body panels that were in the C1. I have main color of spiral grey, with the â€¦ C5
Service engine soon light? A couple of times this week, the service engine soon light came on
and when I stop and turn engine off and restart, all is fine. I've done this many â€¦ new to me c5
vette. Everytime I start the car up, it starts fine. But whenever I apply the brake pedal to put the
car on drive, it shuts off and it deactivates the fuel pump â€¦ Can i install a 04 Corvette ls1 in a
corvette? All the interchange books say that its not a correct interchange. What are the
differences and what changes will I have to make? I was driving and the gas gauge went to
empty and low fuel light come on. I checked the gas cap to make sure it was on tight. In any
other position they are fine. Could this be â€¦ Drivers side window makes crunching noise only
when going down. It makes the noise only it is lowered from the fully up position. Second time
Help? Battery tested and is good. Defeat headlights. Mine unlocks fine but the lid stays closed
making it hard to open. Is there a â€¦ no park lights, no dash lights no rear marker lights? I have
traced power to fuses in both blocks, passenger floor and underhood. Jump E6 to D-2 and they
all work?? I replaced the gas cap but it was the same â€¦ hud will not raise high enough to see

over dash It looks like it is not installed properly on dashboard. I live in orange county
california. It took water into the interior just below the seats. I removed and cleaned all
components. Upon starting â€¦ Coolant smell. Just had water pump replaced and mechanic
pressure tested it and checked all hoses. I dont want to pay the dealers prices for programming.
IPC shows milage and welcome message. I have a 97 C5 coupe. The original passenger side
sun visor wore out and needed to be replaced. I removed the visor and acquired a new one.. The
old visor â€¦ Transmission slips at RPMs. Could the problem be related to the Mass Air Flow
Sensor? Intermittent slipping of the transmission at RPMs. If the door is unlocked it will lock
with the FOB Where is the location of the C5 flasher relay block located? Trying to locate the
flasher relay block on the C5 for I put LED brake lights on and they are flashing to fast because
of the load. Compressor not engaging. Is this a fuse or relay or something else. Thanks for any
help you can give. Please visit this page for â€¦ I have to turn on c5 headlights if not won't start?
I have to turn on the flip out headlights on C5 guy i bought from said he had put a remote start
and that started having that issue since that was installed Once I turn the car off, the key will not
turn back to the off position and stays in the acc position. I have pulled all fuses and relays to
find the draw with no success. I have â€¦ will the c5 vette run without the air pump? I took out
the air pump an I haven't had it tuned so I was wondering if it will be ok to drive? Or will it shut
down? What would this issue be? Is there a way to lock the trunk when the top is down? The
trunk button is right there on the dash - easily reachable. I have a convertible. Is this â€¦ Click
here to write your own. When I crank it up especially in the morning, the oil pressure takes a few
seconds to move upwards. What do I need to troubleshoot. The fuses appear to be good. Tire
replacement advice? Front tires good, rears getting a bit worn. Have the same problem again.
My dash does not light up and my rear lights also do not come on. What is wrong? Short
somewhere? Where can I get replacements? I' ve read this can happen, and think there's not
much wrong with the car. This problem occurs while shifting its auto as well. The air intake has
LS1 stamped on it. Just trying to find out how many Z06's were produced for Canada. Also
would like to know which color options were produced for Canada as â€¦ Just bought a 97 vette
and got stranded- help!!!!!!!!!!! It has 55, miles. Looked as diligently as posssible to find a well
cared for vette. The panel lights do not light up while the car is on. They do light up when we
turn the key off, and when the doors are open. I have a and need to replace it. Jerry sparklerman
bex. On occasion I can see a faint image I check fuses under the hood and no help. What next?
They come up o. The next day they would seem to work o. I have to hold the shifter hard up to
go in reverse and even then sometimes it pops out of gear. Replaced the blower with a new
Delphi blower original was delphi as well. I just had it rebuilt so the tranny is fresh but I still
encounter an issue with it staying in overdrive. The cruise control â€¦ Click here to write your
own. Replaced the plastic gear with a metal one, reinstalled the pod, turned lights on to raise â€¦
Where can I buy a leather knob shifter? My leather knob shifter with a black insert and white
numerals is wearing through use and needs replacing. Does anyone have any idea what is
going on? I never know when its going to quit on me. On my return I found that the car would
not shift from 3rd gear to 4th. It was involved in an accident. If on automatic then must start
engine twice to get headlights. Run car and it will return to normal at round half. Have replace
left tank module, same problem. For about 1 hour everyone works fine. It must e the relay. I can
hear the air blower fan increase and decrease when adjusted but there is no air coming out of
the vents. Anybody have the â€¦ Bhopsecger comcast. An 04 with only miles. Took it out of
storage today. Now there is strange odor coming from the air conditioning vents and the fan is
making â€¦ Click here to write your own. Father inlaw stuck in Canada!! My father inlaw just
called. He went to Niagra Falls in canada this morning, he is from Pennsylvania. What is the
cause of this?? Replaced with new battery same problem. Answer: See Comments for more
info. This is a very common problem! I have look everywhere on the internet with suppliers and
cannot locate these â€¦ Click here to write your own. Why does my button not work? Inside air
temperature sensor cover broke! I have a corvette. The cover to the inside air temp sensor fell
off. The plastic clip broke. How do I replace this without buying the whole sensor? What is the
correct oil pressure PSI when operating a corvette C5 at a speed of 65mph? My left headlight
will not open! Like deg's by using the onboard computer? Compressor runs but still hot air
only. Is there a master code I can enter to reset the stereo? Anyone know for sure, I havent
made the cd yet, awaiting â€¦ c5 auto, whoop whoop noise from right rear tire area when turning
sharp left at low speed only. Can you change the dashboard light colors on a corvette? How can
I fix this? It happens intermittently about once or twice a year , the driver side window won't go
up. Then all of the sudden, it fixes itself after a few hours. I have a coupe with 47, miles. I have
tried to program several keyless entry fobs with no success. Does it have to be the correct part
â€¦ how to run c5 on e? How to run e in a c5 autox car. The dealer believes it is a remote sensor.
But a gentleman heard me and said it sounded like a remote sensor. My doors â€¦ have hp

automatic with transmission slipping. Owned this vette for 5 months, has 86,00 miles. The knob
turns but the temperature indicator just flips between 73 and 74 degrees. I had not driven the
car for a couple of weeks and the battery went dead. I keep getting the alarm, but the oil level is
okay and the pressure is good. A ton of C5 Corvette Coupe questions. What is the body of a C5
coupe capable of attaining? Like is mhp conceivable? Or is the body aerodynamically
incapable? Goes to empty â€¦ corvette rim OEM size? Im looking to buy these rims for my car
they are off a corvette and the lady does not know what size they are How do you lock the trunk
with the top down so someone can't reach in and open the trunk using the dash button? The
glass window in the back of the soft top has 'un-sealed' from the material of the soft top. Seems
to only open after being pushed several times. I'm hearing mixed reviews on these. My car is in
the "Reduced engine power mode" I've pulled all the codes from the onboard diagnostics. Is the
MPH speedometer stock on the corvette? I am told that this combo is 1 of â€¦ I have a 50th.
Anniversary Corvette with shale colored sun visiors needing replacement. Where can I find
these? I have a 50th. Anniversary Corvette with shale colored sun visors needing replacement.
When I am driving on the highway my car does not heat up but does in stop and go driving.
Gasgauge goes to empty and a check gauges light goes on in my corvette? We recommend
Chevron Techron fuel system cleaner Chevron Techron â€¦ door lights not working? Just got a
04 vette. Big difference in the '04 vs. Dummies for C5 Vettes, I need the book.. Worth area to get
an estimate. Its been a week and a half with no answers. Ran drive cycles for miles with no luck.
I have the wrong one in my Vette. Not rated yet Second problem is my car will start but when I
put it in gear it shuts off can I fix this problem home or does it have to go to the garage Click
here to write your own. Any ideas? Headlights stuck up, no tail lights. Not rated yet C5 run hot
from the factory I'm wondering what is the best way to remedy this problem. Do I combine a
different thermostat and fan temperature switch? Not rated yet I need to replace the original
battery in a Corvette. Seeing conflicting recommendations for 0. Is there a keyway on the pulley
and does it have to be balanced when replaced. Need instructions on replacing the pulley. Not
rated yet I just purchased an immaculate Corvette that only has 5, miles on it from the original
owner. PNEU B. AR-G what does this mean and how to fix. Today the temperature was 39
degrees F. Controller be my problem why I'm getting no heat. Occassionally with work for a few
seconds. Is it on a separate fuse and if so is it under the passenger floor? Won't start after
getting water in floorboard after flooding. Not rated yet I get a loss of engine power on dic and
low fuel. I ran dic diagnostics. It shows no codes on pcm no comm on bcm and most others
except for dcm both show â€¦ Part fell off. Not rated yet It appears to be a cover of some sort. It
is on the left of the ignition switch. It has slots on one part of it. I've replaced it twice with same
results Manual hvac control panel light stays on. Not rated yet Manual hvac control panel light
stays on. Light stays on, key removed, doors closed, lights off, car off. Not rated yet
Speedometer not working! The factory installed Denso are set at. Driver side high beam not
working. What else is there to check? Not rated yet C5 Corvette. Everything else works. Popups
are fine right low â€¦ 97 Passenger side hood release will not release! Not rated yet When I pull
the hood release, the driver side pops as it should. The passenger side remains fastened. How
do I access this, and Trigger the release? The button for the drivers side will continue to turn. I
was told by a chevy dealer's service department that mine was bad. Not rated yet Fob does not
stay "in sync" with car for more than a couple of days. Anyway to test system to find the drain?
Check all the fuses and is good. It was in a garage and in park. I would put a battery in it and try
to power it up but the drivers â€¦ Click here to write your own. Then starts over again. Happens
when I'm driving or parked. Car runs great. Charging good. I have no dic response and the
gauges ligths are out I would like to trace the system from the beginning to find the mouse
remains. Will the cluster work without programing? Not rated yet installing a used gauge cluster
in c5. Are the clusters plug and play? I have replaced the blower motor, resistor and all relays
plus fuses and still no luck. Not rated yet After battery change the aux button on the radio
seems stuck. It will not access the trunk mounted cd changer starch which has power to it. It
looks cockeyed. When I did this only one was working. The next day none worked. Not rated yet
Fuel smell in car after aggressive acceleration Seems to go out after I drive a little bit but then
comes back on. Any idea? When you start the car they go off. They do come on when you turn
the headlights â€¦ Click here to write your own. Not rated yet I am having problems with the
Traction Control and other functions. Outside Temp reads degrees high Voltage connector
approx 5v. Replaced outside temp sensor. I changed the wires and plugs there. I am installing a
C6 base seat and need the wiring diagram for it also. What does that indicate? Traction control
issue? Not rated yet How do if fix the problem and is it a fuse or a relay. I have to press the
memory button on â€¦ Cruise control disengages. Not rated yet I have miles on my C5. I
successfully got a spare key with the correct chip and it works fine. All seemed to be working
fine. To store the car I always disconnect the battery. Not rated yet Recently installed LED lights

in front quarter panel vents between doors and wheel wells on my '02 Coupe. I ordered a set of
Painted Center Caps and they don't match very well. It's not working on my C5 corvette. Thanks
in advance for your help Traction control system comes on when get to 65 mph. Never did this
before. Have about miles on car. Can clear all codes , etc. How do I fix this problem. I installed
new motor. Under the driver's seat? Any suggestions? While driving last night, suddenly got
chimes and message 'shocks inoperative max speed 80 mph' abd the ride went mushy. Before
stoping, sometimes up or down. Checking fuses 51 fuse not there, what fuses should I check?
And having steering column unlock. I still get the message. Remove key and wait 10 seconds. It
happened once before, about a year ago, and just stopped. When I restarted, car displayed
active handling and check engine light and went into â€¦ My AC is not blowing. I need to change
the blower motor resistor. Not rated yet I have bought a new blower motor resistor for my
Corvette. I cannot find any videos showing how to find the location and replace it. Please Help!
Getting onto expressway and moving through the gears and noticing gears 4 and 5 slipping. Not
rated yet the check lights for the abs,traction service them came on Not rated yet My corvette
will start and run well back up fine and once I try to shift and go forward it stalls out. I goes
away when I put it in Neutral or get into 5th or 6th gear. Whenever I start the car, the abs and
traction control light come on, and the HVAC and radio are powerless. I'll pull over pull the key
out and it cranks right up. What could be wrong. I replaced the temp. Not rated yet Simpson
Chevrolet in Irvine, CA seems to have a good tune up team, but I can never speak to the guys
that turn the wrenches. I'd prefer to speak directly â€¦ '98 vette fuse blows, to brake lights when
pressing the brake peddle. Not rated yet Brake fuse blows when pressing the peddle. Not
working. If I turn off my lights they go off but my right â€¦ Problem Solved. Not rated yet It was
the sensor. It's an optical sensor and it failed. Recently the battery kept running dead. Installed
a new speed sensor. Still a problem. Blows out when I insert fuse with everything off. Ign key
turned off also. I just purchased the Vette in September of last year. Speedometer also reads
German. Not rated yet Back window in my C5 convertible has fallen loose from the top. Best
step to re-attach? I have installed a Homonic Blancer and a new pully. Noise is still there what
could it be. Later , work fine again. I can not program air sensor or fob. I'm coming to "learning
fob" and "tire training" but I do not get into programming mode. The vent doors are not
changing at all So I went to the computer on the dash to â€¦ turn signals only work sometimes.
Already changed the column switch assy. Not rated yet Turn signals only work sometimes.
Changed the column assy. It works when it wants to! They will not return to park. I need to
remove the fuse to make them stop when the key is on. Please â€¦ Driver side window gets
stuck halfway going down. Took off the door panel and hooked up the window switch and tried
it. Goes up and down fine. The car is not used often. The battery goes dead and I have to jump
start it. Not rated yet Change bulbs in courtesy lights now none will work. What fuses should I
check? Hesitates almost continuously for a couple miles at a time after good and warm. When I
turn the wand one click to the running light â€¦ Click here to write your own. How do You re seal
It? The right side is dark. Not rated yet Light switch on "off",but running lights are on. Switch on
next setting, lamps turn off, gauges illuminate ,Switch on headlights, all are on. I replaced the
alternator and battery. Can anyone help â€¦ oscillating vibration 60 mph and above. I have tried
different wheels and tires with no change. Passenger side works fine. Is this a big deal to fix?
Thanks for any help. For the past several weeks when the car sits overnight the next morning
â€¦ 99 c5 power loss on when cornering. Does this security system have to car shut down?
Checked and wires are not hot and motor seems to run OK. Would start then shut off
immediately. I was able to get it pushed to a side â€¦ Shifter is very stiff and difficult to get first
and second!? Not rated yet Loud tapping is constant. Been told it's a lifter. Hard to get in first
and second gear. I don't think the problems are related. Cleared it with the reset button. When I
restarted the car the tire sensor alert came back on and now my reset â€¦ Fuel smell in right rear
wheel well. Not rated yet C5 Corvette base coupe. When I fill the gas tank I can smell fuel in the
right rear wheel well upon returning home from the gas station. Problem â€¦ pull key wait 10
sec. Not rated yet when i start my 97 vette the message center say pull the key and wait 10 sec
before start. What is this on C5 seat frame? Not rated yet Found this riveted on passenger seat
frame during re-cover. No known pictures on web. No answers on Corvette forums. Bought car
new off lot. Almost looks â€¦ Courtesy lights not working. Not rated yet Change bulbs in
courtesy lights now not will work. The drivers side works fine and the outside and inside â€¦
Stalling. Not rated yet Whenever I drive somewhere and stop for a little while like a grocery store
I come out and start up put it in drive and it stalls out. Worked fine for awhile. I was looking for a
video that I can watch and follow. What can I do to fix it? Not rated yet coupe 13, miles black
excellent shape what is a good price to buy it for? Car states but only runs short distance then
quits. Not rated yet I replaced the ignition module because it would crank but no start. I have a
98 c5. Not rated yet How do I install? Put in a quarter tank of gas but the car will not start at all

now. What can I do? Just purchased this used vet. They sit on a wafer like a computer wafer
and don't look to be changeable. Does anyone know where to find one? Temperature display is
incorrect. Not rated yet Our temperature display is always the incorrect temperature. It does
change temperatures by either going up or down but they are still incorrect. Not rated yet Trying
to find where the timed relay is,? Manual control is working. Battery had to be recharged
recently. How do I remove my speaker panels? Not rated yet My radio isn't working because, so
I am told, one of the speakers may have a broken or loose wire. It periodically was going on and
off and now appears to have finally quit. This is coming from the driver side by â€¦ water keeps
draining into the interior of C5 convertable. How many drains do they have and where are they?
Not rated yet Water drains into my C5 corvette convertable when it rains. Not rated yet Is there a
fuse that you can pull out to make exhaust louder on a C5 Corvette? Not rated yet Just had a
new battery fitted Optima and now the odometer display disappears after a few minutes and the
screen remains blank. It will cost unlimited monies to restore the project the Porsche-parts â€¦
service t. It needs replacing and I don't want to get a bath where is the turn signal flasher on a
C5 corvette? Not rated yet Signal lights are intermittent Turn signal on my Corvette will just quit
working. Not rated yet I will turn on my turn signal and before I complete my turn the green
signal light goes out and when I try to turn the signal back on it does not work. Pump works
fine. But it whines for 20 minutes of driving then goes away. Need to repair!!!! I have a'98 C5
that I bought a few weeks ago. Been running strong for the past couple months. The fuel door
release â€¦ where do I start????????????????????? Not rated yet 02 Z06, no problems until oil
change,20 miles later get low oil pressure warning,,take it to dealership but before I get there I
stop for gas,,car won't â€¦ After installation of flash back drl and led s headlights refuse to raise
they do light up. Not rated yet After installation of flash back drl and led s, headlights refuse to
raise, they do light up low and high. I do have flasher harness. Not rated yet C-5 with miles. It
rattles. How can it b tightened up so it won't drive me nuts. Sometimes you can't see the
odometer reading. Sometimes the tach. Not rated yet I've found 4 posts below with my exact
same symptoms, but no solutions were posted to any of them. Do I have to take intake in order
to replace the sensor? Not rated yet Bought oil pressure sensor for my 98 corvette. Do I need to
take off intake value? If so, I will have to spend more money for gasket! I started my vet tonite
and none of the gages on the dash worked. Not rated yet I started mu vet to nite and none of the
gauges on the dash worked. My understanding is that GM has an upgrade kit to resolve the
issue. What is that part number? With the harness disconnected no problem with battery. Do I
have trouble? Not rated yet I am very concerned when this pops up in display. Should I check
fuses or bulbs? Checked all fuses, all good. It only has 24k on miles and is not driven that
much. Driver side will not lock using power switch or key fob. I got in it to start it up and
everything was normal until I turned the key. Looks impossible. Started again and now not
working again Come to find out my convertible C5 uses clock spring part I charged it and now
the radio wont come on. The clock does but not the radio. Is annoying. All I get is tire training.
Pressing the options button should scroll to fob training but it doesn't. No heat from drivers
side, but passenger side is good. Not rated yet I can turn interior lights on in car but they won't
work when opening car doors on C5 corvette. Replaced 2 and 29 fuses. I don't hear any motor
or gear noise.. I checked the fuses and conections.. I believe it is the â€¦ HUD will not adjust up
to where I can see it. This has just recently happened. I was told backup lights were out and
needed to replace switch. I checked and they worked fine. Could it be a fuse or a relay switch?
I've everything i can think of. I have moved it up and down, looked for a blown fuse and still
nothing. I think the mice got into it over the winter. Not rated yet I have a convertible that has
been heavily modified for show and go. It is red and the trim rings added around the individual
gauges are also red. Car has new oil pan gasket, valve cover gasket's, and new rear main seal.
What options are available with abs control failure on gen. I said no way! Not rated yet After
charging my battery I disconnected the charger and started the car, Nothing on the dash
worked. Will it fit and if so what year to what year will work? Car interior fogs up. What is my
problem and how can it be fixed? The interior has something I have never seen and I want to
know if Chevy did this or if it is a modification. The fuses seem fine, replaced 24 and 28 on the
passenger side with a spare and no change. I had to replace the rear window. More often than
not, when I try to open the hatcback, it unlocks, but doesn't pop up enough to â€¦ head lamps
STILL not raising! Just got a 99 C5 6 speed. When the tranny was checked it was over full. The
differential was low. There is no warning lights that come on to indicate a problem. What ca I
do? Please help! Does not make a noise. I have a Corvette Convertible. Now the blinkers are
blinking too fast. Purchased new flasher but can't locat the old one to replace it. I noticed after
10 miles of driving I my pressure gage maxed at 80 I pushed the gage button and it said â€¦ oil
temp oil pressure ?????? It looks possible, but not sure. It is a Corvette. Most of air is on the
windshield. The mode button is not changing the position of the air. Turning ignition off :

running lights would not shut off. Sometimes it eill stsrt after turning tbe key several â€¦ Right
rear stop lights do not work. Not rated yet My right rear stop lights do not work on my C5 coupe.
The bulbs are good. When I turn on the ac I don't get cold air. I noticed when I touch the ac lines
they are cold. Does that mead my lines could â€¦ Click here to write your own. I put a new
battery in it put key in ignition nothing comes on instrument cluster. Box is by baterry on
passenger side. Naturally the battery ran dead. I can not get the left front tire sensor to program.
Fuse is good, is there a relay or something else that could be bad Need a new one. Is there a
fuse some ware I haven't looked? Thanks â€¦ Corvette will not start or turnover, just makes
clicking sound. Not rated yet I have had this car on a battery minder and today took it off and
the car will not start. This car is not driven much. Looking for replacement or how to fix it. Not
rated yet Sometimes the headlight doors will not open, the lights are on but the doors stay
closed. If I turn the key to off and then back on the doors will open. Sometimes it will start but
most of the time, she's freaking out. There seems to be â€¦ replacing tire, continental vs. Get
what you pay for? Can you tell me about any experience's? It is a small amount of water. I
checked under the hood and saw no water. How do I fix it? Where is the fuse? The bulb is good,
must be the fuse. Thanks, Chazzz. DIC buttons won't work - no response from any of them. Not
rated yet Bought a used '99 Vette, 6-speed manual. I have 40K miles and only drive the car
about 3K miles per year. On a C5 convertible top what is the name of of part that covers the
waterfall when top is up? Not rated yet Looking for the rubberized fabric that is connected to C5
convertible top which covers the convertible deck lid when top is up? I parked it and ran in to
take care of an errand. When I started my car and gave it gas it backed up instead of going
forward. Stuck in drive. Not rated yet Was gonna put an alarm in my vette. But when I removed
the knee guard brace the blower turned on. I felt what felt like a rattle when going over rough
road at my feet. The passenger side is blowing hot air when ac is on. I just started it for the first
time this year, I had to jump it. The engine is running fine. Chevrolet gave me conflicting info. I
went to pop the trunk to take my top out and put back on. It's a track car and will never see the
street. The brakes lock on the rear before the front and i'm â€¦ Click here to write your own. On
cold starts the engine starts making clicking noise after 5 mins and go away after normal
temperature. Light cover will not open due to motor burned out. How do I open the cover to the
light Corvet? Not rated yet My corvette is a and the motor on the driver side of the head light is
burned out. However, the cover will not open to access the problem. This is on a Corvette. My
BCM was replaced a month ago. Not rated yet After taking e brake off light in dash goes off.
Drive a few miles light comes back on. Car ha s miles. I have disconnected â€¦ Low Oil Pressure
Signal is appearing frequently. Not rated yet Please list usual reasons. I have kept up with all
maintenance on my car and mileage is only 57K. I got two codes on the readout. The needle
goes up and back down when the car is started but then goes to zero and stays there. I have
tried hitting the horn button on the key fob and get a clicking sound but no horn. I could not find
the fuse for the gas release button. Not rated yet What is fix? The head lights pop up when I
satrt the car, but do not retract even if the headlight switch is off. Started last year. Checked and
it was perfect pressure. I have one electrical hook up which I cannot seem to find the other half.
When I open the door I can â€¦ Driving home on I Car shut down, put it in neutral restared no
problem! I was driving around mph. All of a sudden the car totally shut off. I move the â€¦ vac
control valve for 2ooo vette A. Pump okay but says vac control in right fender needs
replacement. Not rated yet model. No previous problems. When I turned key on a warning
appeared 'service soon'. I replaced my original batter with an Optima yellow top batter. Any â€¦
When starting the steering lock indicator shows and the steering is locked. Not rated yet What
would cause the steering lock indicator to show when starting? Also what would cause one
headlight to remain closed when lights are to be on? I was in hurry and ran through car wash. I
replaced fuse and it immediately blows. Stuck in park now. It now has mi. The passenger side
has been checked for connections. I had the sending unit replaced. Now my gas gauge only
goes â€¦ Click here to write your own. Please help? Not rated yet C5 stalled and gave message
of reduced engine power. Would restart, but stall out and not take gas. I have it off and I'm
trying to install the new belt. The knobs on the controls are worn badly and I cannot tell how to
set the air. It seems to blow a little â€¦ Headlamp has mind of its own! Not rated yet When
starting car left headlight opens a crack. Possibly causing the battery to run down over night.
Turning lights on and off closes the cover. What is the usual cause. Or, hold it in my hand and
check it out?? All four programed and blew the horn. The last wheel blew the horn only once
not twice. A four programed and blew the horn. If I give it more rpm's for a few seconds if will
catch in 3rd and start moving â€¦ Click here to write your own. Not rated yet Originally started
smelling something burning. Seemed like it was coming from the driver's side. Now,at times,
after driving I can turn car off and it â€¦ Corvette needs new clutch. I would like to disable the
alarm. Not rated yet My Vette 6 spd manual transmission jumps out of 1st gear 1 in 5 times,

approx. What can I do to fix this. I have heard 50 solutions. My corner garage â€¦ Click here to
write your own. Answer: Access can be attempted with the headlights turned to the up position
or manually opened. Yo â€¦ The rear tire pressure is always low. Not rated yet The rear tire
pressure on my run flat tires are low after 4 days. If the car sits about an hour, the lumbar
switches will work, for a few seconds then stop. Then after â€¦ left headlight turns on but will
not pop up. Not rated yet corvette, left headlight turns on but does not pop up. Right head light
turns on and does pop up. Two possible problems here: 1. I know the book says 30 psi, but I'm
getting unusual tire wear. Not rated yet Crank the engine and it will run for a while then shut off
as if it lost fuel. It won't start back up immediately, you have to let it sit for a while, â€¦ Engine
won't stay cranked. Not rated yet I have a 97 C5 coupe. Not rated yet I just purchased a
Anniversary Convertible. It needs a driver side sunvisor in the shale color. I have no air at all
inside the car either air or heat. The module comes on and lights up but no air blows inside the
car. Not rated yet I have no air at all inside the car, no heat or air-conditioning. Not rated yet
Driver side head light won't pop up. Basics to troubleshooting headlight problems 1. I drive a 99
vette and the comfort control panel does not illuminate! Not rated yet Climate control panel
dark. Message stays on and then says service active handling. It normally opens, times out and
shuts down. Would this be the problem for windows that won't work? Also my key fob does not
work but just on the driver's â€¦ Trouble re-installing the passenger-side sun visor. Not rated yet
Original visor wore out and had to be replaced. Purchased new one, but I a having difficulties
installing it. Were should I begin to locate the problem? I have a C5 with manual gear. I've
picked up a new button, but can't figure out how to get the old one out. I have no idea but it is
really bothering me. It is a rag top. Just bought it a week ago. Not rated yet Why does my gas
gauge go to empty and a check gauges light go on in my corvette? It works but feels like it slips
or misses downshifting when I accelerate hard, then it downshifts. Not rated yet It won't stay in
overdrive. It seems like it can't make it's mind up if it wants fourth or overdrive. I just replaced
both shift solenoids. It was acting â€¦ Click here to write your own. Not rated yet Hi, my 99'
hatch rear Bose speakers play well but low volume, is this a fuse thing, wire connection, I heard
of the problem before. Also I have the memory â€¦ how do you get the seat adjustment handle
off? How can I unlock it. If I change the temperature on the drivers side â€¦ Headlight Twilight
Off Not rated yet I have a clicking sound that is coming from the instrument panel of my 98
corvette. We think it's a relay. Not rated yet Need to know how to fix the problem if i can. Unlock
again stops it. Not rated yet If you lock with fob, then come back later and hit unlock, the door
unlocks, but when you open it, the alarm goes off. Can not bring up any codes. I have a
question I think should be asked in this section of the web site. Re: Shop manuals. Not rated yet
I have a 3 book shop manual that appears to be only for my Corvette, base coupe. Loud shutter
noise on the drivers side when I turn off my headlights. Not rated yet When I turn on the fog
lights, now the headlights pop up. Is there a programming procedure I can follow before I take it
to a shop for diagnosing? After a few minutes it starts??? Engine turns over and maybe one
cylinder fires but then dies. How do you retrive the security code? Can it be retrived by giving
thr Vin to GM dealer? Any suggestions â€¦ I have a Corvette manual transmission problem with
second and fourth gear. Not rated yet I just bought a Corvette with the intention on replacing the
transmission due to second and fourth gears not engaging. Blows cold when it works. What is a
SIR near glove compartment side screw. Not rated yet Need to replace light bulb on drivers
panel door switch. What type do i need? The headlights went on when I started the engine and
would not go off until I stopped the engine. After replacing batery my drivers seat will not go
forward or back or up and down. How do I determine if it is the switch or the pump? Now I am
getting the same steering column lock notice again. Car will start.. I did what i could do to check
it out and barring a few issues that concerned me. I felt confident buying the vehicle. Not rated
yet I want to put E85 9gals and 9gals of 93oct to get octane in the tank just wondering if the twin
tanks will mix the fuel or are they completly seperate. I filled the car up the gas gauge is reading
empty and it wont start.. I read that resetting the actuators can resolve the issue. I cant find the
process for resetting the actuators. Answer: Yes it is. This is a very common problem with the
sensor. This â€¦ Reduced engine power on 01 corvette. Not rated yet Reduced engine power
displayed on the computer 01 corvette. Traction control too and was wondering if there is a fuse
or relay that could have blown. I â€¦ Radiator leak? Not rated yet I discovered a minor drip from
top driver side of radiator. It kind of appeared to be leaking from side top of radiator, yet not
sure? When I turned the key in the ignition all I got was click. Not rated yet I am looking at a '98
C5 roadster. The car has 59K miles and is exceptionally clean. The air and heat work fine on the
passenger side. On the drivers side it works opposite. How can I repair striooing? Can I remove
it myself? How difficult is this? My trunk lid won't latch when I close it. Not rated yet The trunk
lid won't stay shut when I close it. It seems it won't latch. Not rated yet have to replace e-brake
handle and need instructions on how to remove several things so it can be installed. I can't find

one anywhere and need one badly!!! Please help!!!! Does this need to be done? Does it effect
my gas millage? I replaced the seat control so I know it is good. Not rated yet Hooked up and
plays through 12 cd changer input, when 12 cd changer not hooked up. Played till last week,
and when battery went dead recently. Used to work ok for the first two years I owned the car
bought used three years ago. I seen its silver convertible its a zo How do you check lamps to
see if they are burned out. No lights are on. Can't find the drain. Battery is good. After a long
distance trip, i completely stop at a red light. My transmission fluid is around F. I am trying to
figure out which fuse goes to the lights inside the rearview mirror. The situation is intermitant.
So I was driving doing some shopping and out of nowhere no throttle response and the
"reduced power" check engine light came on for code â€¦ 98 vette The selective realtime
damping system is not functioning and nobody here has a replacement. Not rated yet First the
left side would go off and on when it wanted to. I'm thinking fuse. It is a C5 Convertible. Oh, and
I am in Okinawa, Japan. Neither power window will work. I'm thnking the power window relay.
Do you know where this is located? Upon,re-installing the radiator,one of the transmission
cooling lines seal to the radiator fell out. The first thing I checked was the fuse and it was ok.
What would be the next steps? Bought it used and it has not worked since bought. Connections
at coupe rear window seem fine. So does any one has the wiring diagram? Also I have checked
power steering. I am now trying find new â€¦ Where is window relay? Driving straight no noise.
After driving a while and make a turn, no noise. I cannot find a company selling a replacement
deck lid. The sport buttons work fine. Has anyone else had this problem and were able to
pinpoint the reason? All other adjustments are working fine. Is there a seperate fuse? When I
start it and let it run everything is good. All ok after repairs. Now the headlight won't come up all
the time, it may work 30 times â€¦ Corvette light goes down the pops back up. Not rated yet
corvette. When I turn the lights off the left light goes down then pops back up. Same thing when
I turn the lights back on Not rated yet Corvette, replaced the battery, and light covers opened up
, will not go back down. How do we reprogram the temperature control head. Where can I get
one more reasonable than the ebay one the guy wants What is the fix for this? What is required
to fix these items? Invisicord has two wires, power and ground. When I push bottons to make it
come on, nothing happens. Motor is good. Can I hot wire the pinned receptical to move seat
forward enough to drive? Can I disconnect the ABS to get the light to go out? I've got stand an
corvette c5 convertible with problem's in the Abs circuit. Do I need to mark or scribe the
harmonic balancer to reinstall it in the same location on the crankshaft? I have a corvette it is
making a clicking noise under the dash is this some relay going out? Not rated yet I have a
corvette it is making a clicking noise under the dash is this a relay going out? Not rated yet Is a
C5 convertible top deck lid strong enough to allow someone to sit on? Parts like â€¦ Where is
the engine coolant temperature sensors located on the C5 Z06? Not rated yet Temperature
sensors located on the C5 Z06? I got it checked by 2 auto body shops and the frame was bang
on. I need to drop the sub frame, and I'm having trouble dropping the sub frame down for
clearance to get â€¦ Click here to write your own. What is involved with removing the seat back
on a convertible with memory seats and lumbar etc? Not rated yet What is involved with
removing the seat backs of a corvette convertible with memory seats, lumbar, etc I replaced the
driverside headlight motor and know the motor works but it still will not open. Any thoughts?
Are there any computer programing afterwhich? Not rated yet I have an 03 coupe. I've been
trying to figure out why my left door goes dead. Nothing works and it's an intermitten problem.
The mirrors, locks, and â€¦ Window? Not rated yet I have a corvette conv. How do I reattach the
window to the canvas top? My 98 vette is experiencing a headlight problem. The headlight
motor and fuses are good, however the headlight motor is not getting power. Not rated yet My
98 vette is experiencing a headlight problem. AC works but will not blow from vents. Not rated
yet The AC works fine, but when it runs it blows cold air down on the floor where the heat would
normally come out. Breaks my back putting it up â€¦ How do I tighten a C5 side window? Not
rated yet How do you Tighten side window on my convertible C5? How do I repair C5, Corvette
radio lights? Upon checking with my local dealer, I was told that the only way to fix â€¦ fix for
side mirror broken swivel? I have epoxied back in place but would like to fix before selling. Is
there a fix or should â€¦ My C5 Corvette has one connector to the power seat. I purchased a Vet
seat, the seat has two connectors, What do I do with the other connector. Will it still work. Not
rated yet Will a C5 Corvette power seat fit in a , I noticed the seat haves two electrical
connectors and the has one connector under the seat. Ian R. Not rated yet I recently changed
the ls1 engine in my 98 corvette. After the change while on the lift the engine cranked fine but
would not run about seconds. Dealer wants to drop trans axel and remove tank to diagnose
problem. Cost mim. I purchased it a few months ago, and it is in excellent condition. It â€¦
please help K. It came on last night at 11 o'clock. I checked and got these codes from the on
board memory. Not rated yet Hi all, I have a AE Corvette and I am looking for a dyno and

maintenance facility in my area for this car. Not having much luck. I don't own a good manual
yet. My problem is how to fix the air conditioner air flow system. C5 Ask is for Corvette owners
that are experiencing problems with their Corvette. They can post questions, share information
or words of wisdom on any subject pertaining to C5 Corvettes. You can understand that some
question by nature will be subjective. We still try to answer all questions in which we
understand what is be asked. Pictures make everything better so if you have them please post
them. Our system will open a box on your computer to locate the picture you wish to upload on
to the site. Dont worry its your computer that is doing the work not us. So you are always safe.
Return to Corvette Ask from C5 Ask. Established in by Chris Trautman, Corvette Web Central
quickly grew into one of the top leading Corvette enthusiast websites globally. He was
frustrated trying to find information on the internet about Corvettes which was was not biased
or influenced somehow. He has owned three Corvettes over the last twenty years and does not
plan to stop owning one anytime soon. Note: Some links on this page are part of our affiliate
program and provide a small portion of proceeds to fund the administrative costs and to fund
more product reviews. We are not paid to perform the reviews or are we given any products for
free. C5 Ask Corvette Garage Talk Please share as much information about your problem as you
can! Tell Us Your Problem! Upload Pictures or Graphics optional But Recommended! Unhook
battery then connect â€¦. Any idea what the problem â€¦. I've had it flushed, new anti freeze, new
thermostat 2 , cooling fans come on, but don't seem â€¦. The corvette tried to start itself when I
was in the house â€¦. I get all kinds of codes and the dash starts flickering after i finally clear the
â€¦. Service traction lock soon error message and then reduced engine power message Traction
control light comes on and car has no acceleration. Does this mean that the â€¦. All has been
fine, suddenly one morning when first started, it shifts from 2nd to like â€¦. Cruise control not
working. My idea is , go with 17' painted silver wheels on all â€¦. Car ran fine for a week, then no
noise totally dead when â€¦. Trouble with headlights. Hate to buy a used instrument cluster and
have someone install â€¦. I am guessing the corvette computer is complicated but two months
ago I was having a lot of lights turned on in my â€¦. One headlight opens; the other one does
not. This has now happened â€¦. Does â€¦. I was travelling approximately 45 mph in 5th â€¦. Was
told battery tested weak and that was replaced as â€¦. Water splashed underneath engine bay,
began to show engine light, first flashing then â€¦. Comppresion check shows psi on â€¦. When
the car starts the temp needle goes offscale right, returns to the actual block â€¦. I purchased a
with extremely low miles 12,, ran the â€¦. Drivers side auto door lock doesn't work vet. Thanks
Butch Dumont. At idle the AC compressor â€¦. It only does once in a while but when it does it
kills the battery if I don't â€¦. Is this a wiring â€¦. Speedometer flashes erraticlly, then won't start!
When they do work it only last until the interior temp reaches â€¦. Have you seen â€¦. Key fob
not working right even with new battery. I have main color of spiral grey, with the â€¦. I've done
this many â€¦. Hi everyone, I'd like to know why every time I apply the brakes on my C5 the
lights in the dashboard flash and the fuel pump gets deactivated, thereby preventing the car
from starting. But whenever I apply the brake pedal to put the car on drive, it shuts off and it
deactivates the fuel pump â€¦. Can i install a 04 Corvette ls1 in a corvette? Gas gauge registers
empty and low fuel light comes on. When I use the fob to lock the car it will as I walk â€¦. Drivers
side window makes crunching noise only when going down. Is there a â€¦. I replaced the gas
cap but it was the same â€¦. I have a bad oil pressure sensor. Upon starting â€¦. Coolant smell.
No leaks anywhere â€¦. Photos helpful please. I have replaced the battery even though the car
was not behaving like a battery â€¦. Replaced cap, no change and started to smell fuel inside
vehicle â€¦. It starts at approximately 30 to 40 miles per hour and levels â€¦. Problems Installing
a replacement sun visor on passenger side. The old visor â€¦. Transmission slips at RPMs. My
son has an Infinity that was having â€¦. If the door is unlocked it will lock with the FOB. Where is
the location of the C5 flasher relay block located? I broght a flasher â€¦. Please visit this page
for â€¦. I have to turn on c5 headlights if not won't start? I have â€¦. Is this â€¦. They have to pull
off the intake manifold and â€¦. Also, radio will not turn off after key is â€¦. I get the low pressure
and check gauges, â€¦. Thought about just replacing the rears, then wondered if changing all
â€¦. The â€¦. Friend says to replace â€¦. The seat back is not staying locked on the right side, so
the seat back ends up crooked â€¦. Two days later, when I went to move it, it started fine, I
pulled the shfter to reverse and the shifter kept moving through â€¦. It's just â€¦. Now I put â€¦.
Can anyone â€¦. I am not understanding how the climate â€¦. This code is triggering â€¦. This is
the same for the heater, no fan and no display lights lights â€¦. Also would like to know which
color options were produced for Canada as â€¦. Just bought a 97 vette and got strandedhelp!!!!!!!!!!! Well, I got it home â€¦. Can you advise what this â€¦. Now they won't â€¦. We
switched the wire extensions â€¦. Worked for couple of hours just â€¦. The cruise control â€¦.
Replaced the plastic gear with a metal one, reinstalled the pod, turned lights on to raise â€¦.
Where can I buy a leather knob shifter? Does anyone know where I can buy this shifter â€¦. I had

to drive home on expressway â€¦. Thanks in advance JB. Any â€¦. When I turn the key to
accessory, the hvac ac,fan control â€¦. Then the key fob stops working, I cannot lock or â€¦. Do
you know what part number it is and where to get it, â€¦. Anybody have the â€¦. Bhopsecger
comcast. Now there is strange odor coming from the air conditioning vents and the fan is
making â€¦. I am now getting a warning to check gauges and a warning â€¦. The speakers have
been â€¦. I have look everywhere on the internet with suppliers and cannot locate these â€¦. How
do I unlock 98 gas tank manually? The car runs at deg's on the freeway but when â€¦. Is so,
where can I find â€¦. Anyone know for sure, I havent made the cd yet, awaiting â€¦. Then I put
key in and I the "pull Key for 10 sec" message follow â€¦. After starting car â€¦. Skunk Smell
when running. I just had it in the shop and had the Serp belt replaced, tran fluid flushed and
replaced, brake fluid flushed and â€¦. Does it have to be the correct part â€¦. How remote is this
â€¦. My doors â€¦. I boosted the battery â€¦. There are two things that a vehicle has to have to
â€¦. I currently have a C5 automatic â€¦. Goes to empty â€¦. Thanks â€¦. How do I 're-seal' â€¦.
Also will not work after turning key â€¦. It works in the garage but when we take it out the lights
will not pop up when â€¦. I am told that this combo is 1 of â€¦. My e-mail is swanscarl comcast
dot â€¦. Is this a common problem â€¦. I checked to see if one â€¦. I ordered new tires but they
â€¦. This has happened once before and the â€¦. Gasgauge goes to empty and a check gauges
light goes on in my corvette. We recommend Chevron Techron fuel system cleaner Chevron
Techron â€¦. Two of the four â€¦. Restart â€¦. I used an old trickle charger to build â€¦. First
problem, looking for an air intake for the bottom and connects to the bridge. Not rated yet
Second problem is my car will start but when I put it in gear it shuts off can I fix this problem
home or does it have to go to the garage. I can clear the message but the traction light will not
â€¦. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. These heavy epoxy gel on foil overlay covers are not simple decals but substantial
flexible domed appliques. Designed for the C5 or C6 fuse boxes, these precision cut decals
come with Corvette script. These upgrades will change the entire engine bay visual appeal in
your Corvette. Sold Individually. Skip to main content. See All Buying Options. Brand:
ModernGenAuto. This fits your. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing
this item? Customers who bought this item also bought. Register a free business account. Have
a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bough
change corsa headlight bulb
rib relay in a box wiring diagram
scanner danner forum
t the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. No customer reviews.
There are 0 customer reviews and 4 customer ratings. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
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